
            Open meeting   
           24 fev 2017     18:00 - 19:30h    
       Rés da Rua  - Rua de Álvares Cabral 263

  Do you want to help organize a gathering of struggles in Portugal?
There are ideas to organize a gathering with the goal to come together and share infos about the 
different struggles in and outside Portugal, to connect to each other and exchange knowledge and 
experiences. An event in the form of a camp. Somewhere in the countryside, near Lisbon, a central 
place in Portugal. Duting a weekend in the spring or summer of 2017.

Lets create a space to hear and present what moves us to act against destructive projects and 
companies. To motivate and inspire ourselves to continue to fight and create alternatives. To create 
networks and connections, and find solidarity and support. To learn about different strategies and 
built and use tools that have already been used by other activists. To discover how people can 
connect to each other and participate in the struggles going on in portugal.

Organization
We are looking for people interested in organizing this event/gathering. With more people we have 
more ideas, more energy and we will be able to invite more people. This is the first physical meeting 
in Porto. There will already be a meeting in Lisbon on February 17th. The idea behind this meeting is 
to find interested people; bring ideas together; form working groups for organization, etc.
There is no central committee, the organization is open to all interested in organizing in a horizontal 
way, with space to listen to the opinion of others and to make principal decisions in consensus.

Program?!
It's still very early, but to give an idea of   what this event could contain: A day on international 
struggles: ZAD presentations, NO TAV, Long May, Reclaim the Fields. One day of presenting struggles 
in Portugal: several groups in the fight against shale gas; Fight against gmo; Platform against TTIP; 
Campaigns against dams; Struggle for housing, against speculation and gentrification  etc... And one 
day for practical workshops to discuss techniques, use tools, debate how to create support networks 
etc. More ideas?

Come to this open meeting with ideas!
For more information or to subscribe to the list of emails: encontro_de_xadrez@lists.riseup.net


